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With the advent of distributed computing, the need for frameworks that facilitate its
programmingandmanagement has also appeared. These tools have typically been used
to support the research on application areas that require them. This poses good initial
conditions for translational computer science (TCS), although this does not always occur.
This article describes our experiencewith the PyCOMPSsproject, a programmingmodel
for distributed computing.While it is a research instrument for our team, it has also been
applied inmultiple real use cases under the umbrella of European Fundedprojects, or as
part of internal projects between various departments at the Barcelona Supercomputing
Center. This article illustrates how the authors have engaged in TCSas an underlying
researchmethodology, collecting experiences from three European projects.

Programming parallel and distributed computing
systems is a challenging task. Many aspects
contribute to it: the complexity of the comput-

ing infrastructure with new architectures and heteroge-
neous devices, the computer and data distribution
aspects, or the complexity of the applications that need
to leverage the infrastructure computing power.

To address these challenges, multiple groups have
been conducting research towards providing program-
ming environments that simplify the development of
applications.1,2

Among the paradigms to ease the development of
parallel applications, a widely supported approach is
task-based programming. Based on defining parallel-
ism at the task level, a task may have different granu-
larities: from a few lines of code to a function, to an
invocation, to an external binary. Most environments
consider identifying data dependencies between tasks
and build a directed acyclic graph at execution, with
nodes representing tasks and edges data-dependen-
cies between them. The paradigm has proven to be

applicable both at node level3,4 and on distributed
computing environments.5,6

The PyCOMPSs projecta was started 15 years ago.
One of the project’s goals is to produce stable and reli-
able software that end-user applications can use. This
gives us feedback driving new research and develop-
ments in the project while at the same time enabling
progress in the application research areas.

This article describes our research methodology in
programming environments for distributed computing
and how translational research in computer science
(TCS) has guided our research process.7

OVERVIEW
PyCOMPSs8,9 is a programming environment designed
and developed at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center
(BSC). Based on the tasks paradigm, the primary goal of
this software is to ease the development of parallel appli-
cations for distributed computing platforms.

Depending on the granularity of the tasks, the envi-
ronment can be used to develop traditional task-
based applications (fine-grain tasks) or to develop
workflows (coarse-grain tasks).
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ahtt_p://compss.bsc.es/, PyCOMPSs is the Python binding of
COMPSs. For clarity, in this article, PyCOMPSs is used as a
generic term, which includes COMPSs.
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With the PyCOMPSs project, we have conducted
research on multiple topics, among others: the pro-
gramming model itself; resource management and its
execution in high-performance computing (HPC),
clouds, containers; task scheduling; integration with
storage and input/output; or convergence of HPC, Big
Data, and artificial intelligence.

The project does not target a specific application
area, and we have beenworking in the context of multi-
ple projects with user communities that have provided
specific requirements. PyCOMPSs have been lever-
aged in project use cases in biomedicine, engineering,
biodiversity, chemistry, astrophysics, financial, tele-
communications, manufacturing, and earth sciences.

Although PyCOMPSs is an academic open-source
research project, the code is managed under a contin-
uous integration & continuous deployment process
with a testing infrastructure that validates new fea-
tures before merging. Periodic stable releases are
delivered twice per year. We perform multiple training
activities, and the team members provide support
under a best-effort approach.

BSC is proud of having projects that live beyond their
funding schemes. For example, BSC’s performance tools
have been developed for more than 25 years and
PyCOMPSs for around 15 years now. While specific
developments from basic research projects may be only
done as prototype versions, most of those from funded
projects are integrated into the official versions.

TRANSLATION PROCESS
TCS in European (EU) Funded Projects
From its early times when COMPSs was started in the
CoreGRIDb project, the framework has been involved

in more than 25 EU-funded projects. While Abramson
and Parashar7 identified general shortcomings in
existing funding schemes for supporting TCS, some
EU funding schemes support projects that include
translational computing in some sense.

The European Commission (EC) not only funds
basic research programs, such as the prestigious ERC
or the Marie Curie award. For example, the current
H2020 program considers the following two types of
schemes: research and innovation actions (RIAs) and
innovation actions (IAs).

RIAs fund more research-oriented activities but
still expect industry involvement to explore the possi-
ble industrial feasibility of the research results. In IAs,
funding focuses on closer-to-the-market activities,
including prototyping, testing, demonstrating, piloting,
etc. In addition, the “HPC centres of excellence” (CoE)
address scientific applications and user communities
running application codes or large-scale workloads
seeking an extreme scaling performance.

These are three examples of the funding schemes in
Europe. All of them are collaborative in nature, expecting
a consortium that consists of universities, research insti-
tutes, small and medium enterprises (SMEs), and large
companies. The partners can play different roles in the
consortium: research or technology provider, application
provider, end-user, etc. In many cases, industry plays the
end-user role, providing use cases that are somehow
prototyped and evaluated in the project. This does not
mandate TCS, but from the authors’ point of view, it may
help in the process.

The EC indicates in the call text the expected
impact of the funded projects, for example, indicating
the level of innovation and productivity enhancement
that is sought.

In this article, we will focus on three exemplar EU
funding experiences on which we have been involved

FIGURE 1. PyCOMPSs and its relation to exemplar EU projects.

bhtt_p://coregrid.ercim.eu/
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with PyCOMPSs: The BioExcel CoE, the ExaQUte RIA
project, and the eFlows4HPC IA project (see Figure 1).

BioExcel CoE
BioExcelc is the HPC European Centre of Excellence
for Computational Biomolecular Research. BioExcel’s
mission is to provide applications, tools, support, and
networking opportunities to address grand scientific
challenges that fully exploit the power of large
e-infrastructures.

Our team focuses on a collaboration with the Insti-
tute for Research in BioMedicine toward the design
and development of the BioExcel Building Blocks
(BioBBs) library.10

WHILE THE BIOBB DEVELOPMENT
TEAMHAS CONDUCTED ITS
RESEARCH ONWORKFLOWS FOR
BIOMOLECULAR RESEARCH, THE
PYCOMPSS TEAM HAS PERFORMED
MORE GENERIC RESEARCH ON THE
RESOURCEMANAGEMENT AND
EXECUTION OF LARGEWORKFLOWS
IN HPC SYSTEMS.

Each BioBB is a Python wrapper on top of biomolec-
ular simulation tools. The building blocks share a unique
syntax, requiring input files, output files, and input
parameters, irrespective of thewrapped program.Work-
flows assembled by composing multiple building blocks
and packaged in a single Python script with a defined
Conda environment to be shared and reproduced.Multi-
ple workflow engines can enact BioBB workflows, spe-
cifically PyCOMPSs, when targeting HPC environments.

During the development of the BioBB library, the
BioBB development team and the PyCOMPSs team
have been working in collaboration. While the BioBB
development team has conducted its research on
workflows for biomolecular research, the PyCOMPSs
team has performed more generic research on the
resource management and execution of large work-
flows in HPC systems.

Multiple specific research topics in the PyCOMPSs
team have arisen thanks to the BioBB workflow’s
requirements. Some of these topics were related to
fault tolerance: management of application failures at

task-level, support to application restart, and applica-
tion checkpointing. For example, the original behavior
of PyCOMPSs applications was to safely terminate
the whole application if a task error was detected. The
BioBB developers indicated to the PyCOMPSs team
that such behavior was too conservative and would
like to enable the workflows to continue the execution
even when some tasks failed. We extended the
PyCOMPSs syntax to enable the developer to indicate
the desired behavior if an error occurred in a task.11

For example, this interface allows you to tell the run-
time to ignore individual tasks’ errors and continue
execution and cancel the execution of erroneous task
successors.

The BioBB library is offered to the user community
through tutorials, as ready-to-use workflows, or as
source code to build new workflows. An example of
the level of readiness of the BioBB workflows has
been demonstrated with the SARS-CoV-2 emergency.
In early 2020, the two teams worked together to define
a set of pre-exascale workflows. However, the pan-
demic changed the priorities toward research ques-
tions related to the virus’s evolutionary path or the
different human sensitivity reactions. The BioBB and
their workflows were quickly adapted to answer these
questions, and they were run in the MareNostrum 4
supercomputer at BSC.

ExaQUte Project
The ExaQUte project aimed at constructing a framework
to enable uncertainty quantification and optimization in
complex engineering problems, using computational
simulations on exascale systems. The project ran from
May 2018 to the end of 2021.

The project was based on multilevel Monte Carlo
(MLMC) to enable a large number of stochastic varia-
bles. TheMLMC algorithm is implemented with the xMC
library,d which explores multiple simulations of the Kra-
tos multiphysics software.e Kratos is fed with meshes of
different characteristics defined with the ParMmg soft-
ware.f The whole framework is integrated with Python
scripts annotated with PyCOMPSs decorators to sup-
port parallelism and distributed computing.

Concerning PyCOMPSs, the main goal was the
extension of existing task schedulers to extract the
parallelism of the MLMC algorithm and to support dis-
tinct levels of complexity of the tasks (OpenMP and
MPI tasks), which implies different duration and

chtt_ps://www.bioexcel.eu

dhtt_ps://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3235832
ehtt_ps://www.cimne.com/kratos/
fhtt _ps://www.mmgtools.org/
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different amounts of resources used by each task. A
critical paradigm to support was the relaxation of
global synchronizations required between simulations
belonging to different levels of the MLMC algorithm.12

In addition, the support for MPI tasks was very naive
at that time and required extensions to support more
complex data layouts.

The research in the project was conducted at mul-
tiple levels, with subobjectives, mapping to the com-
ponents mentioned before (xMC, Kratos, ParMmg,
and PyCOMPSs). While the components were provid-
ing requirements to others, the main driver was a final
user application aimed at robust optimization of struc-
tures subject to wind action.

Although ExaQUte involved a small number of part-
ners, it had the typical consortium structure, with an
end-user from industry, research and technology pro-
viders, and two supercomputer centers providing infra-
structure. The final user was the SME str.ucture, whose
main engineering activities lie around the industrial
application of advanced computer-aided simulation
methods on parallel HPC platforms. The company has
leveraged the research performed in the project to
study different use cases of its interest, like the assess-
ment of wind-induced galloping instability of cable cars
or the wind effects on large span bridges. This second
research was done in collaboration with German struc-
tural engineering companies.

eFlows4HPC Project
With the experience obtained in previous projects, our
research group proposed the eFlows4HPC project. The
technical objective of the project goes beyondPyCOMPSs
and proposes awhole software stack for the development
of workflows that involve HPC simulation and modeling,
artificial intelligence, andBigData analytics.

The project aims to demonstrate through three appli-
cation Pillars of high industrial and social relevance how
the realization of forthcoming efficient HPC and data-
centric applications can be developed adopting new
workflow technologies. It will integrate existing workflow
interfaces, programming models, artificial intelligence,
and data analytics libraries to provide a uniform, easy-to-
use platform that enables the exploitation of future
large-scale systems. eFlows4HPC also contributes with
the HPC Workflows as a Service idea to widen new-
comers’ access to HPC, and in general, to simplify the
deployment and execution of complex workflows in HPC
systems, providing mechanisms to enable the sharing,
reuse, and reproducibility of complex workflows.

The eFlows4HPC project involves three application
pillars to define complexworkflows based on the project

technologies. While validating the technologies, these
workflows are also a vehicle for research on the pillar
topics: digital twins for manufacturing, climate predic-
tion, and urgent computing for natural hazards.

Another goal is the user communities adopting the
project solutions to enable impact on industrial cases
and their exploitation in future HPC systems. To rein-
force the feedback to communities, the Centers of
Excellence ChEESE,g ESiWACE,h and EXCELLERATi are
involved in the project, in coordination with the Focus
CoE.j To this end, the project activities include organiz-
ing workshops and training schools that will transfer
the project methodologies and results to the relevant
CoEs and industrial communities, contributing to the
reduction of skills gaps in Europe related to HPC and
workflows development.

IMPACT
This article has described several cases where
PyCOMPSs is used in translational computer science
research. For the activities in the BioExcel project, the
impact of the translational process is evident for us.
All the stakeholders involved in the activities have
benefited from it. PyCOMPSs has been enhanced with
new features, which were fresh and exciting enough
to imply innovative research contributions.11 A signifi-
cant plus for our team is that these new features were
helpful for the BioBB workflows and have fostered the
research and development of workflows for molecular
dynamics. Finally, these activities impact the user
community, with new workflows available for their
research, and have been helpful for emerging research
activities, such as the COVID-19 investigations.

Similar conclusions can be derived for the Exa-
QUte project. The project put together a whole soft-
ware stack integrating components from different
partners. Beyond the research on programming mod-
els for distributed computing, other partners con-
ducted research on MLMC or simulation of structures,
to name a few. Multiple requirement-feedback loops
were exchanged between the consortium partners.
A small spin-off project, EdgeTwinsHPC,k was funded
to explore the viability of HPC software to generate
digital twins that run on the edge. Part of this research
is also conducted in Pillar I of the eFlows4HPC project.

We hope that in a couple of years we will also be able
to describe similar success stories for the eFlows4HPC

ghtt _ps://www.cheese-coe.eu
hhtt _ps://www.esiwace.eu
ihtt_ps://www.excellerat.eu
jhtt_ps://www.hpccoe.eu/about/
khtt _ps://www.edgetwins.eu
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project which, from our point of view, has been driven by
translational computingmethodology.

LESSONS LEARNED
Our experience shows that research translation is an
iterative process in which new ideas appear after
some work. The implementation of the new ideas ena-
bles further developments that can provide fresh
ideas, and so on. This turns out to have benefits to the
different teams involved in the translation process.

One of the challenges of translational research is the
multidisciplinary aspect that requires some adjustments
in the way of working. The progress sometimes seems to
be slow due to different communication languages, prior-
ities, or skills (i.e., what is easy for one group looks very
difficult for another). One lesson learned in this sense is
that patience is essential. One should not get disap-
pointed if the initial results do not look as expected.

Another lesson that we have learned is that at
BSC, we are privileged because we have multiple
research departments working on different topics in
the same place. While working with cross-disciplinary
teams requires some effort, the impact and results
exceed the investment. In this sense, our recommen-
dation would be to foster the foundation of interdisci-
plinary centers and encourage their groups to work
together in joint projects.

We recognize a trade-off between the cost of deliv-
ering stable software, usable for others, and the num-
ber of research publications produced. The effort is
not always recognized, at least in the short term. Nev-
ertheless, it is worth it: besides offering exciting tools
to the community, starting a new research topic from
stable, reliable software is a powerful beginning. The
group has been able to deal with this concern and at
the same time enjoy enough flexibility and creativity
to conduct research on new topics.

CONCLUSION
This article has presented the authors’ view of the
translational computer science methodology involved
with the PyCOMPSs project. PyCOMPSs is a parallel
programming model for distributed computing devel-
oped at BSC. Since its infancy, it has been partially
supported by multiple EU-funded projects. Instead of
proposing a brand new independent idea for each
project, which is developed as a prototype discontin-
ued after the funding period, the approach has been
to allow the project to continue alive thanks to
multiple cycles of funding.

In addition, we have leveraged the privileged situa-
tion at BSC with multidisciplinary research departments

and the collaborative nature of most EU funding
schemes to implement a TCS approach.
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